
planting. Others are very regimented and might
belong to someone who’s an engineer at work.
I hate it when people buy something brand
new and just stick it in. When they make
something themselves it may take a bit longer
but it has a lot more personality. 

My partner, Christine, and I grow flowers as
well as vegetables on the allotment to make it
look like a bit more of a garden. Verbena
bonariensis – that’s a wonderful plant for
bringing pollinating insects onto the plot but
it’s also very attractive. It’s got thin stems so it
doesn’t block light from other plants or shadow
anything very much. Common fennel – the
frothy one with the
umbellifers – is good for
hoverflies. These two
plants self-seed
throughout the
allotment and they’re
both good value. The
verbena is an
ornamental but the
fennel is culinary as well.

A lot of people grow globe artichokes for
their looks but whenever I get a packet

of seeds they turn out to be
cardoons! Parsnips will flower 

as well – leave a few in the
ground and they tend to

put up yellow flowers in
May or June. They’re 
all good fun. 

We use green
roofs, too. Ours
aren't just part of
the allotment's
design – they're
about biodiversity.
I’m a great
believer in the fact
that we shouldn’t
kill anything at all
at the allotment. It

does drive you a bit
mad but if you

understand the food
cycle then everything’s

got a purpose. It is quite
difficult with slugs and I’ve

moaned about them quite a
lot in my book, Our Plot, but the

important thing is the insects. If you

When I first got an allotment I
tried to be clever with the
design. I was very into

contemporary gardens and I tried to make
ours a little bit eccentric. I soon learnt that an
allotment needs to be as practical as possible.
So, all of the funny sort of angles I used to
employ – triangular beds, for example – 
didn’t always work very well. I went back to 
a geometric layout and kept everything as
sensible as possible. On the allotment time is
precious and you need to make things easy
for yourself. That’s not to say design can’t be
involved – you can put some character into it.
If there’s time and we find something suitable,
we might include a bit of home-made
sculpture or a found object that we can 
use as an ornament. 

You can get a little insight into people’s
characters by looking at the way they garden,
especially when they make their own shed.
Ours is a bit ramshackle and Heath Robinson-
ish, so it reflects our relaxed attitude to

Award-winning designer, Cleve, 
explains why he stays practical on the plot 

and how he mixes edibles with ornamentals 
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“

can attract them into any sort of garden area
you’ll also get larger wildlife; creatures that
depend on insects for food. That’s why we
encourage them by planting flowers.”

Horatio's Garden 
“I’ve recently designed a garden for patients at
the Duke of Cornwall Spinal Treatment Centre
in Salisbury. It's named in memory of Horatio
Chapple, who volunteered there, and was killed
by a polar bear on an expedition to Norway. It
opened at the end of September last year.

Horatio’s Garden is
somewhere to listen to
bird song away from
the sterility of the
hospital. The spinal
centre is a wonderful
place, but stick anyone
inside four walls long
enough and it doesn’t
matter if it’s

Buckingham Palace, you want to get outside.
The garden acts as sort of a spiritual hub

where you can find a bit of privacy and express
your emotions with family. For social events we
have a large gathering space but I tried to
include certain secluded pockets, too. The aim
was to get away from labelling it as a plot for
the disabled – not everyone who suddenly loses
the use of their arms and legs wants to be a
gardener. I was trying to keep it away from
being very geometric and formal. The paths
had to be at least 2m wide for wheelchairs or
beds so there’s a lot of hard landscaping. We
do have a working area, which is as much for
occupational therapy as it is for anyone who
wants to practice gardening. There are some
raised beds and places where people sow seeds
and there’s a lovely greenhouse, too.”

Cleve West

“Verbena bonariensis –
that’s a wonderful plant
for bringing pollinating
insects onto the plot”

On June 21, 2013 Cleve West gave a talk in
support of Horatio's Garden at the Yeo
Valley Organic Garden in North Somerset.
The garden talks series continues with Bunny
Guinness: Beautiful Food, Beautiful Gardens
(September 13) and Mark Diacono: The New
Kitchen Garden (October 4). To book call
07429 140 918 or go to ssit.org.uk. 
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